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'After Effects 6 On the Spot' delivers immediate solutions! Packed with over 350 techniques, this

book gets motion graphics and visual effects artists up to speed efficiently in After Effects by letting

them learn what they need to know, when they need to know it. All of the essential methods that

professionals use to get the job done are clearly and concisely detailed and illustrated. Experienced

editors will find the book sufficiently comprehensive to orient themselves to After Effects version 6

and novices will find an invaluable reference filled with techniques to improve their efficiency and

creativity.
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I've been using After Effects since version 2, which is probably the last time I picked up the manual.

Unfortunately Jean-Jacques Rousseau's quote suits me perfectly: "Men will always prefer a worse

way of knowing to a better way of learning." Skimming this book pointed out shortcuts and reminded

me how to use features I tiptoe around. It filled in my After Effects knowledge painlessly. This

veteran finds it handy.

This book is a gem for After Effects users. After Effects' features go so deep no one can remember

every shortcut, filter or technique! That's where this book comes in. Keep it in your suite, it is a quick

reference guide to almost every helpful bit of information you'd need. Some tips are simple, some



take you deeper into filters you didn't know had greater depth. From navigating the interface to

optimizing your render que. This book will improve the look of your work and the speed at which you

do it! Did you know After Effects can call your cell phone when a render is done? It's in there! A

must for any compositing or graphics suite.

Don't be fooled, there are a lot of great tips and tricks here even if you've been working with After

Effects for years. I just open it up and read a bit here and there while waiting for a render and

always find some gems.

What a little treasure this is! TONS of great tips and tricks. The B&W pages and lack of DVD-ROM

keep the price right! Easy to pick up and absorb when you have a few spare minutes (great for

bathroom reading), and keep it handy by your workstation for a bit of reading during renders. Some

of the tips I knew, but had forgotten and fell out of using, others were new to me! Great value!

After reading other books on how to use After Effects, this is the only book I found that gave really

great how-to tips and tricks that I can easily apply to future projects. I didn't have time to read

another huge manual, but flipping through chapters in this book was a breeze. I highly recommend

this to anyone using After Effects, whether you are a novice user or a pro, everyone can benefit!

This book is a great help I found other after effects books overwhelming but this one is really helpful

and gives information in a really simple way.
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